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The number of “as a Service” models has
skyrocketed in the past few years—and for good
reason. These on-demand services offer the
flexibility required of businesses hoping to meet
the needs of the modern workplace. Take
HP’s Device as a Service offering: The advantages
of DaaS will help your business enhance, improve,
and optimize your IT environment, granting you
the ability to reallocate IT resources to more
strategic projects.
Sounds easy enough to understand, but with
so much technical jargon and acronyms floating
around out there, your IT opportunities can start
to look a lot like alphabet soup. How can you keep
track of what each acronym stands for? And how
can you remember what each service offers?
Easy—follow this guide to parse through the IT
alphabet soup of “as a Service” offerings and keep
all the facts straight.

Start at the beginning
Before “as a Service,” there was virtualization.
Network virtualization creates virtual network
resources, while server virtualization uses
software to emulate hardware. The operating
systems (OS) on the computers connected to
the server interact with a software replica of the
hardware. The downside? Performance typically
isn’t as robust as it would be if it were running
on true hardware, but most applications don’t
actually require the full potential of the underlying
hardware.
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Virtualization essentially set the stage for the “as
a Service” model, which takes virtualization to a
whole new level for IT teams by offering specific
solutions to IT decision-makers. Some of the most
popular models include the following:

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
IaaS is one of the layers within a cloud computing
model, along with Platform as a Service and
Software as a Service. A business implementing
IaaS outsources the complexities and expenses
of managing hardware to a cloud provider, which
may also offer on-premise server software and
various consulting services.
Vendors in this field usually offer advanced
features that can support different workloads. A
startup, for instance, could scale its infrastructure
to match its business growth with the help
of IaaS. However, support services aren’t
always as responsive as in-house dedicated IT
professionals—a gap that can definitely hold this
solution back in effectiveness.

Platform as a Service (PaaS)
In addition to hardware, PaaS manages a
company’s operating system layer. This
computing environment supports the rapid
development, performance, and management
of applications. The original intent of PaaS was
to streamline IT “plumbing,” so developers could
focus on coding. After all, when it comes to app
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